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XI. A proposed Improvement in the Solution of a Case in Plane
Trigonometry. By WILLIAM WALLACE, F. R. S. Edin.
Professor of Mathematics in the University of Edinburgh.
(Read Nov. 23. 1823 J
1. AN the present state of mathematical science, cultivated as
it has been, with assiduity, during the two preceding centuries,
it can hardly be expected that any considerable improvement re-
mains to be made in Plane Trigonometry, one of its most ele-
mentary theories. There is, however, one case in the resolution
of oblique-angled triangles, which appears to me to admit of a
solution somewhat more simple and convenient than those which
are commonly known; it is that in which two sides and the in-
cluded angle are given to find the third side.
2. The usual way of proceeding, is to find half the sum and
half the difference of the angles opposite the given sides, and
from these the angles themselves; the third side may then be
found in two ways, from the principle, that the sides are to one
another as the sines of the opposite angles. Instead of this, I
propose, that having found half the sum and half the difference
of the angles in the usual way, the remaining side shall be found
by either of these two formulas :
Let the sides of a triangle be a, b, c,
and the opposite angles A, B, C,
Theorem I.
cos | (A — B) : cos | (A + B) : : a + b : c.
Theorem II.
sin i (A — B) : sin ^ (A -f B) : : a — b : c.
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By applying both formulae, the same result will be obtained in
two different ways, a thing always desirable, and better than a
verification, obtained by a mere repetition of the calculation.
3. These formulae (which are not given as new) may be
briefly demonstrated as follows:
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But because sin A + sin B = 2 sin ^ (A + B) cos ^ (A— B) ,
and sin A— sin B = 2 cos £ (A + B) sin i (A — B) ,
and sin C = sin (A + B) = 2 sin £ (A + B) cos £ (A + B),
Therefore, sin A + sin B : sin C : : cos $ (A — B) : cos i (A + B);
in like manner, sin A — sin B : sin C : : sin J (A — B) : sin i (A + B);
Hence, cos £ (A — B) : cos £ (A + B) : : a + b : c;
Also, sin i (A — B) : sin £ (A + B) : : a — b : c.
4. An example will serve to shew the distinction between the
common method and that proposed in this paper.
The sides of a triangle being «, b, c;
and the opposite angles A, B, C.
(side a = 169584 feet "» . „ ,
 t, . , _ .
m, . 1 . j , it run a f to find the side L in two
There are given -\ side b = Il9ol3 '
. .
(angle C = 60° 43' 36"
a+'b 289197 5-4611938
a — b 49971 46987180
tan H A + B) 59°38' 12" 102322235
14-9309415
tan \ (A — B) 16 26 0-23 94697477
A = 76 4 12-23
B = 43 12 11-77
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To find side c by the common method.
sin A 9-9870362 sin B 98354297
sin C
side a
side c 152409-8
Vo find the side
cos! (A —B)
cos i (A + B)
a + b
c 152409-8
99406644
5-2293848
151700492
51830130
c by the method
9-9818861 sin
9-7037054 sin
5-4611938
151648992
51830131
sin C
side b
side c
9-9406644
5-0777784
150184428
51830131
here proposed.
i ( A — B) 94516338
i (A + B)
a — b
c
99359289
4-6987180
14-6346469
51830131
5. By comparing the two solutions and their verifications, it
appears that by the common method, the Trigonometrical Tables
must be opened in ten different places, and that by the new me-
thod, only five different openings are necessary, because in this
last, the logarithms of a -\- b and a — b occur twice, and the
cosines and sines of the angles ^ (A -j- B) and ^ (A — B) are
found in the same lines with their tangents. Even if we are sa-
tisfied with a single solution, omitting the verification, the me-
thod I have here proposed still appears to deserve the preference,
because, in the common way, the tables must be opened in eight
places, but in the other way, only in five. Of course I do not take
into account the operations necessary to find the sine and cosine
from the tangent. If they be found by formula (F) art. 12., of
the preceding paper, only one opening more will be required, viz.
that for the logarithm of the difference of the log. tangent; and
it is presumed that they may be found more readily than the
correct values of \ (A — B), (which, in general, is only a sub-
sidiary angle, and not wanted in the solution), and the log sines
of the angles A and B.
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